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PROGRAMMA SVOLTO 

 
 

Testi in adozione: Venture 1 e Venture 2, Mark Bartram-Richard Walton con Elizabeth Sharman, O.U.P. (è stato utilizzato solo il 

testo “Venture 1”). 
 

 

INGLESE: 

- Unit 11: Making comparisons / The weather 

COMMUNICATION: talking about the weather; making comparisons. 

GRAMMAR: What … like?; comparatives and superlatives. 

TEXTS: p. 116 Animal facts; p 118 Wild Weather. 

VOCABULARY: animals; the weather; English-speaking countries. 

VIDEO: English-speaking world weather + worksheet. 
 

- Unit 5: Outdoor activities / Suggestions 

COMMUNICATION: talking about arrangements for the future; asking for/making suggestions. 

GRAMMAR: Present Continuous (on-going activities and future plans); Shall I/we …?, Why don’t we …?, What / How about ….-

ing, Let’s …; ‘d rather, ‘d prefer to, would (‘d) like to and want to; expressions with go+ -ing.. 

TEXTS and VIDEOS: p. 64 Outdoor activities; p 66 Suggestions. 
 

- Unit 6: My room, my space / Getting around / Welcome to Liverpool 
COMMUNICATION: talking about British homes, the house, rooms and furniture; getting around (asking for/giving street 

directions, sightseeing). 

GRAMMAR: imperatives; prepositions of place/movement; there is/are; some/any, a/an. 

TEXTS and VIDEOS: p 72 My room, my space (Isabelle’s room); p 74 Getting around (video); pp 78-79 Welcome to Liverpool. 

VOCABULARY: British homes, rooms and furniture; shops and places; expressions for street directions and seeing tourist 

attractions (Liverpool sights). 
 

- Unit 8: Famous Stars / Hitchcock: Master of Suspense 

COMMUNICATION: talking about films and TV stars; Hitchcock’s films (genre, plots, characters, use of camera, soundtracks); 

talking about the past. 

GRAMMAR Past Simple of be (was/were, was born/were born), there was/were and past time expressions; Past Simple of 

regular/irregular verbs. 

TEXTS: p 92 Famous Film Stars; p 96 Hitchcock: Master of suspense. 

VOCABULARY: films and TV programs; past events. 
 

- Unit 9: A spooky story / Party Time 
COMMUNICATION: telling stories in the past (and a sequence of events). 

GRAMMAR: Past Simple of regular/irregular verbs; spelling of regular verbs (- ed/-d endings); past time adverbs; so and such; 

adjectives of opinion in –ing, -ed; phrasal verbs. 

VOCABULARY: irregular verbs. 

PRONUNCIATION: Past Simple endings -ed, -d. 

TEXTS and VIDEOS: p 98-99 A spooky story (3 texts and maps - characters, main events, narrator, the sequence of events, key 

event);  p 100 Party Time. 
 

- Unit 10: School life / Clothing Disasters 

COMMUNICATION: talking about school life and abilities at school; talking about actions in progress in the past; describing 

clothes. 

GRAMMAR: Past continuous and Past Simple with when, while, as; be good / bad at; phrasal verbs. 

VOCABULARY: school language and subjects; clothes. 

TEXTS and VIDEOS: p 108 School life; p 110 Embarrassing clothing disasters. 
 

- Units 12/13: Future intentions / Be careful / On holiday 

GRAMMAR: future forms (Present Continuous, Present Simple, be going to, will/won’t). 

 

EDUCAZIONE  CIVICA: 

Tematiche affrontate: problematiche legate alla difficoltà di linguaggio; 

Film The King’s Speech; 

Le funzioni del sovrano inglese. 
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